Frame distortion estimation and its application to extraction priority assignment for MGS of H.264/SVC

Abstract. Based on research of frame distortion estimation, an extraction priority assignment method is proposed for the MGS bit-stream. Firstly, extraction priority is derived from rate distortion optimization method. Then, frame distortion estimation is performed from estimation of coefficients dropping distortion and drift distortion. At last, depending on quality layer concept, extraction priorities are assigned efficiently. Experimental results show that the proposed method outperforms the priority assignment method and bit-stream extraction of H.264/SVC.
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1 Introduction

The rapid development of modern communication system promotes various video application deployments ranging from mobile phones, peer to peer video streaming, to high-end video processing workstations. In these complex communication environments with heterogeneous network and time-varying bandwidth, the desire for flexible video adaptation device of once-encoded bit-stream, as depicted in Fig. 1, produces the newest scalable video coding specification, the scalable extension of H.264 advance video coding standard (H.264/SVC for short).

![Fig. 1 Adaptive video transmission system](image)

As an important technology to achieve video adaptation, bit-stream extraction is a post-encoding processing essentially, which adapt the scalable video bit-stream to the target rate and/or spatial and temporal resolutions on the basis of syntax and semantics in scalable video coding standard. Besides the scalability information in Network Abstraction Layer Unit (NALU) header, extraction priorities can be delivered through the syntax element priority_id in NALU header or the Supplemental Enhancement Information (SEI) message. Before extraction NALUs in bit-stream would be ordered according to the extraction priority and the extracted bit-stream would be produced. Hence, the calculation and assignment of extraction priorities play a key role in bit-stream extraction.

Initially, extraction priority was assigned to Coarse Grain Scalability (CGS) bit-stream to increase its rate extraction points [1,2,3,4]. Then, priority assignment can be performed for SVC bit-stream with multi-spatial layers [5]. Lim et al. [6] treated multi-spatial layers SVC bit-stream as a tree structure and assigned extraction priority. Truong et al. [7] proposed a frame of controlling quality scalability in multi-spatial layers and focused on the priority assignment to Fine Grain Scalability (FGS) bit-stream. Thomas et al. [8] gave out a backward drift estimation method and apply it to the priority assignment. Jun et al. [9] assigned extraction priority based a rate distortion model for FGS bit-stream. In [10], the child frame drift distortion of MGS bit-stream extraction is described by the distortion of its parent frames accurately to be used to calculate priority, but the parameters of this method need to be decided by fitting with lots of empirical data.

Up to now, H.264/SVC provides three kinds of scalability: spatial, temporal, and quality scalability to support bit-stream extraction. MGS is an important type of quality scalability. With the key picture concept and coefficient partitioning mechanism, MGS can provide flexible video adaptation operation while keeping acceptable coding complexity increase. Using coefficient partitioning mechanism, MGS bit-stream video adaptation can be performed by extracting transform coefficient slices with small Zig-Zag order from bit-stream and dropping other slices. Obviously, mismatch of motion-compensated prediction loops at encoder and decoder, namely drift, takes place and drift distortion would be propagated to next few frames after MGS bit-stream extraction. Consequently, frame distortion has to be taken into consideration during rate distortion optimized priority assignment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, MGS with key picture concept and coefficient partitioning is described in detail and its extraction priority assignment is analyzed. Then, frame distortion estimation of MGS coefficient slice extraction and its application to extraction priority assignment are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, simulation results are illustrated to verify our method. Finally, we give out the conclusion.

2 MGS and existing priority assignment in H.264/SVC

The key picture and coefficient partitioning are two important concepts in MGS of H.264/SVC. Combined with hierarchical prediction structures of temporal scalability, the key picture concept can achieve reasonable trade-off between enhancement layer coding efficiency and drift as depicted in Fig. 2. All pictures of the lowest temporal layer are encoded as key pictures and the motion compensated prediction of them uses the base quality reconstruction of the reference pictures as reference data. And all non-key pictures in a Group of Pictures (GOP) employ the highest available quality reconstruction for their motion compensated prediction. Generally speaking, the base quality packets of target spatial layers should be reserved after extraction. In this wise, drift distortion propagation is constrained in a GOP due to the resynchronization of key pictures between encoder and decoder reconstruction.
Coefficient partitioning mechanism can be illustrated as Fig. 3. Originally, all coefficients of every 4x4 block in a slice constitute a quality refinement layer. After coefficient partitioning, one quality refinement layer is split into several quality refinement layers. Apparently, the granularity of quality scalability is increased.

Joint Software Video Model (JSVM) 9.18, which is the reference software implement of H.264/SVC, offers a software bit-stream extractor "BitStreamExtractorStatic" to support two kinds of extraction priority information [11]. One is based on the basic scalability information, namely scalability identifier (dependency_id, temporal_id, quality_id), which is short for (DId, TId, QId), carried in NALU header; the other one employs the rate distortion characteristic of NALU. The former information assumes the uniform statistical distribution of distortion for coded picture, can not reflect the actual features of coded picture and accordingly produces poor extraction performance. However, the latter information can express the significance of every NALU in the rate distortion sense, which can be used to sort the order of NALUs. And then, NALUs with close significance are organized to constitute a Quality Layer (QL), which an extraction priority is assigned to. As stated in this paragraph, the keys of rate distortion optimized assignment are the rate and the distortion effect for bit-stream of every NALU. Rate can be attained from the bits of NALU easily. Nevertheless, the calculation of distortion effect for bit-stream has complicated relation with the dependency between coding units and hence is a tough work.

The key picture concept can limit the drift distortion into a GOP and makes the calculation of distortion effect easier. Because the distortion effect is defined as the difference of distortion before and after dropping a few of NALUs during extraction, the easiest idea for calculating distortion effect is decoding this two bit-streams and gains their distortions. Due to key picture concept, this kind of decoding can be performed in a GOP. At present, JSVM 9.18 uses this method on the unit of a Quality Level instead of a NALU. As illustrated in Fig. 4, on the basic reconstruction quality, namely reconstruction using packets with QId = 0, enhancement packets with same QId are increased to frames in the same temporal level and decoding is performed in the dashed line box of every GOP. At last distortion effect for a quality level is calculated.

Accordingly, above calculation method has two disadvantages. The first is that the priority is calculated for a Quality Level, not for the basic unit of bit-stream, NALU, leading to coarser extraction granularity probably. The second is the highly computationally intensive decoding operation.

3 Extraction priority assignment based on distortion estimation
3.1 Rate distortion optimized extraction priority calculation
Rate distortion optimized bit-stream extraction is a constrained optimization essentially. Assume that \( S \) represents the set of NALUs that constitutes the whole bit-stream; \( s \) represents a decodable subset that belongs to \( S \); \( D(s) \) and \( R(s) \) are reconstruction distortion and rate of \( s \). Rate distortion optimized bit-stream extraction can be modeled as

\[
\min_{s \in S} D(s) \quad \text{s.t.} \quad R(s) \leq R_f.
\]

Using the Langrange multiplier method, above problem can be converted to an unconstrained optimized problem as next equation.

\[
\min_{s \in S} J(s) = D(s) + \lambda R(s).
\]

Let the derivative of \( J(s) \) with respect to \( s \) equal to 0 and we can get

\[
\lambda = \frac{\partial D(s)}{\partial R(s)}.
\]

The meaning of equation (3) is that when the subset \( s \) is changing the amount of distortion corresponds to every bit. Hence, the significance of variational NALUs set as is given out by equation (3). So, equation (3) can be used as the extraction priority. The number of \( aR \) can be calculated from the bits of variational NALUs set. However, the calculation of \( aD \) is a complicated work, which needs a deep investigation about the frame distortion during bit-stream extraction.
3.2 Extraction distortion analysis and estimation

If researching into MGS bit-stream decoding operation deeply, without taking the inter-layer prediction in MGS into consideration, the procedure of introducing corrupted error for every frame can be expressed as

\[ e_c = \text{Clip} \left( \text{Rand} \left[ I_{\text{prd}} \right] + \text{Rand} \left[ \text{IT} \left( X_{\text{res}} \right) \right] \right) \]

\[ - \text{Clip} \left( \text{Rand} \left[ I'_{\text{prd}} \right] + \text{Rand} \left[ \text{IT} \left( X'_{\text{res}} \right) \right] \right), \]

where \( I_{\text{prd}} \) and \( I'_{\text{prd}} \) are predicted value before and after drift, \( X_{\text{res}} \) and \( X'_{\text{res}} \) are rescaled residual coefficient before and after extraction, \( \text{Clip} \), \( \text{Rand} \), \( \text{IT} \) represent the operation of clip, round and inverse transform. Actually, the probability for the happening of clip and round is very small and the error magnitude aroused by them is also very small. Hence, for simplicity in the approximation of (4), the effect of clip and round can be ignored as

\[ e_c \approx e'_{\text{distortion}} = I_{\text{prd}} - I'_{\text{prd}} + \text{IT} \left( X_{\text{res}} - X'_{\text{res}} \right). \]

From (5), it can be concluded that if coefficient extraction happens at every frame total error mainly contains drift error from predicted data and the coefficient dropping error. Generally \( e_{\text{distortion}}, e_{\text{clip}} \) and \( e_{\text{round}} \) can be thought as error with mean of zero; hence, the total distortion of Mean Square Error (MSE) for a corrupted frame can be approximated as

\[ D_{\text{tot}} \approx E \left( e_{\text{distortion}}^2 \right) + E \left( e_{\text{clip}}^2 \right) + E \left( e_{\text{round}}^2 \right), \]

\[ D_q = D'_{\text{dft}} + D_{\text{dp}} \]

where \( D_{\text{q}}, D'_{\text{dft}} \) and \( D_{\text{dp}} \) are quantized distortion, drift distortion and coefficient dropping distortion respectively.

In H.264, block with 4x4 pixels (short for ‘block’) is the minimum unit for motion estimation, Intra-prediction and transform coding. Hence, the dropped coefficient for a block is our first focus, and then we turn our attention to two propagation behaviors of Intra-coding and Inter-coding.

3.2.1 Coefficient slice dropping distortion

Because Discrete cosine transform (DCT) is a normalized orthogonal transformation and coefficients with same Zig-Zag locations are dropped for all block in a frame during extraction, according to Parseval’s Theorem, coefficient dropping distortion of a frame can be estimated as

\[ D_{\text{dp}} = \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{i=0}^{M-1} \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} \text{min} \text{max} X^2_{i,j}, \]

where \( \text{min} \text{max} X^2_{i,j} \) and \( \text{max} \text{max} X^2_{i,j} \) are indices of dropped coefficient in Zig-Zag order, \( X \) is the rescaled coefficient, \( N \) is the size of block, \( M \) is the number of block in frame. To avoiding overlap with quantized error the rescaled coefficient is used to compute coefficient dropping distortion.

3.2.2 Inter-frame distortion propagation

Due to the elaborate procedure of motion compensation and the non-uniform distribution of error, the Inter-frame propagation distortion can’t be treated over-macroscopically or over-microscopically. If we only research the average frame distortion macroscopically, detailed traits of propagation would be missed definitely; and if the detail of propagation is only researched, the complexity is very high because of the tiny unit for estimation and the behavior of propagation is hard to model. Consequently, these two aspects must be trade-off and considered synthetically. In this subsection, we examine the average distortion change between two frames at first, and then take a deep insight into the detail.

Since motion compensated Inter-frame coding can be assumed as an AR (1) source model in temporal domain [12], taking the prediction structure of B frame into consideration the distortion is propagated to subsequent frame in a linear manner, i.e.

\[ D_{\text{dft}} \left( n \right) = \eta \left( \omega_1 D_{\text{tot}} + \omega_2 D_{\text{tot}} \right), \]

where \( D_{\text{dft}} \left( n \right) \) is drift distortion of nth frame, \( D_{\text{tot}}, \omega_1, \omega_2 \) are total distortion of the parents frames of nth frame, \( \omega_1, \omega_2 \) are prediction weights, \( \eta \) is propagation parameter with the range \( 0 \geq \eta \). Obviously, although (8) is a very simple model, \( \eta \) is hard to be decided because of its dependency on the characteristics of motion compensation and Intra-prediction for different video codec. However, the distortion propagation at frame level can be considered as the average effect of all block in the frame. Therefore, \( \eta \) can be approximated by the average propagation parameter of all blocks in a frame. Hence, the Inter-propagation distortion can be expressed as

\[ D_{\text{dft}} \left( n \right) \approx \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum \eta_i \right) \left( \omega_1 D_{\text{tot}} + \omega_2 D_{\text{tot}} \right). \]

where \( N \) is block number in a frame. Next, through analysis of the error elimination of leaky prediction an approximation of \( \eta \) for Intra-block is made. And the estimation of \( \eta \) for Inter-block is discussed.

3.2.3 Propagation parameter setting for Inter-block

Using reconstructed data as reference data achieves synchronization between encoder and decoder; moreover, essentially, it is an implement of well-known leaky prediction (LP), which optimizes motion compensation by minimizing prediction residual. LP has an important characteristic of drift error elimination which increases the robustness of video codec. LP in motion compensation can reduce drift error during Inter-propagation from frame to frame. Hence, error elimination of LP is one of the key factors that affect the error propagation. In H.264 LP is introduced by spatial filtering, which constructs reference frame with a fractional interpolator or a de-block loop filter. According to the analysis in [13], spatial filtering operation has been described by a Gaussian shape model, which behaves like a bandwidth-time-varying low pass filter whose transfer function can be expressed by

\[ H_f \left( \omega_1, \omega_2 \right) = \exp \left( -\frac{\left( \omega_1^2 + \omega_2^2 \right) \cdot t \cdot \sigma_{\text{LP}}^2}{2} \right). \]

From above transfer function, it can be deduced that: when \( t = 0 \), it’s an all pass filter and has no effect on the bandwidth of input signal; after every time step, it becomes an low pass filter with gradually narrowed bandwidth; when \( t \) approach infiniteness its bandwidth becomes zero and no signal would be permitted to pass through. This feature matches the leaky prediction nicely. Further, its distortion elimination can be derived as

\[ \sigma^2_{\text{LP}} \left[ t \right] = \frac{\sigma^2}{1 + \gamma \cdot t}. \]

For every frame to be predicted, the time difference is set to 1, i.e. \( t = 1 \), in above equation. Therefore, distortion
between two successive frames can also be delivered by (11). And if the block is treated as the research object, the propagation parameter for block at location \((m, n)\) can be defined as
\[
\eta_{m,n} = \frac{1}{1 + \gamma_{m,n}} ,
\]
where \(\gamma = \sigma^2_t/\sigma^2_g\) is a parameter describing the efficiency of spatial filter to reduce the introduced error, \(\sigma^2_t\) indicates the strength of loop filter and \(\sigma^2_g\) equals to 1.3 according to [14]. \(\sigma^2_t\), can be interpreted as the energy effect to signal, hence, it can be approximated by the average energy of the filter as
\[
\sigma^2_t \approx \frac{1}{2\pi} \int |H_f(\omega)|^2 \, d\omega .
\]

Because of the fractional accuracy of motion compensation in H.264, the result reference block may be constructed by different kinds of interpolation. When motion vector points to an integer pixel point, no interpolation happens. When motion vector points to a quarter-pixel point, reference block may be constructed by half-pixel interpolation followed by quarter-pixel interpolation. As in Figure 5, taking some example, for integer referent point G, H, M, N, reference block undergoes no filter operation; for quarter reference point j, reference block undergoes one horizontal and one vertical filter operations.

According to [14] and [15], the filtering operations on the same direction can be treated as cascaded filtering. Consequently, (12) can be re-written as
\[
\eta = \frac{1 + \sum_{k=1}^{N_h} \sigma^2_{h,k}/\sigma^2_t}{1 + \sum_{k=1}^{N_v} \sigma^2_{v,k}/\sigma^2_t} ,
\]
where \(N_h\) and \(N_v\) are number of horizontal and vertical filtering that reference block undergoes.

3.2.4 Propagation parameter setting for Intra-block

In contrast to previous standards, where Intra-coding is performed in transform domain, Intra-coding in H.264 is always conducted in spatial domain. This change improves the quality of predicted value, but when error occurs in neighbor block, distortion may be propagated from neighbor corrupted blocks as depicted in Figure 6. Due to various Intra prediction modes, the propagation behavior exhibits very differently from block to block. Fortunately, all the Intra-predictions are linear operation, and if the mean of error assumed to be 0, the distortion Intra-propagation for a block can be modeled as
\[
D^i_{\text{drp}} \approx w^2_A D^A_i + w^2_B D^B_i + w^2_C D^C_i + w^2_D D^D_i ,
\]
where \(D^A_i, B, C, D\) are the distortions of neighbor block A, B, C, D of block i, and \(w_A, B, C, D\) are prediction weights for block A, B, C, D.

Due to error propagation can’t be considered over-microcosmically, the distortion of a block can’t be obtained. But we can look this Intra-coded block as an Inter-coded block and recast (15) to calculate the propagation parameter as
\[
\eta_{\text{drp}} = w^2_A \eta^A_i + w^2_B \eta^B_i + w^2_C \eta^C_i + w^2_D \eta^D_i .
\]

To this end, when video frames undergo compression operation, the needed information, such as motion vector and coding mode of every block, quantization distortion and coefficient slices of every frame, needs to be restored. And then, distortion effect for a NALU and its priority assignment can be performed.

3.3 Extraction priority assignment

During MGS bit-stream extraction, coefficient packets may be dropped. At decoder, using highest available quality packets frame reconstruction would produce drift. Although drift can be limited to a GOP, its incidence for every frame is different. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the drift incidence for different pictures is represented. Taking the frame with Tid = 0 as an example, when a few of its packets is dropped during bit-stream extraction all the non-key pictures in corresponding GOPs is included into its drift incidence as shown in the dashed line box.

Based on above analysis, we can obtain the extraction priority assignment method as follows.

1) During the encoding of MGS bit-stream, lots of data has to be stored. They are bits number of every quality enhancement slice NALU, the distortion of every frame, the coefficients of every quality enhancement slice.

2) For every quality enhancement slice NALU, equation (7) is used to calculate its dropping distortion \(D_{\text{drp}}\).

3) The quantized distortion \(D_q\) of related frames and dropping distortion \(D_{\text{drp}}\) are added together as the total distortion \(D_{\text{tot}}\).

4) According to the drift incidence as illustrated in Fig. 7, drift distortion \(D_{\text{drift}}\) is computed as section 3.2.

5) The distortion effect \(\Delta D\) of a NALU can be estimated from the sum of related frame’s \(D_{\text{drift}}\) and \(D_{\text{drift}}\) in the drift incidence. And the extraction priority can be calculated for every quality enhancement slice NALU according to equation (3).

6) Sort the extraction priority and merge the close priorities to fit for the number of Quality Layer that the application demands. The method of merging can be found in [11].

7) Assign Quality Layer extraction priority to NALUs.
the latter 2 quality levels corresponds to two coefficients partitioning slices with Zig-Zag index of 0-7 and 8-16 respectively. Many video sequences usually selected by Joint Video Team (JVT) are chosen as the test sequences. The same encoding configuration is employed for all sequences and the experimental results of bus, foreman and ice in QCIF size and mobile in CIF size are illustrated in this section.

4.1 Distortion estimation experiments

During encoding, information needed to estimate the distortion is stored. Using the bit-stream extractor of ‘BitStreamExtractorStatic’, packets with QId ≤ 1 are extracted to produce another bit-stream. And then, decoder of JSVM is performed to decode original and extracted bit-stream. Finally, the distortions of this two-bit streams are recorded. After estimating with the proposed method, the estimated and actual distortion curves are depicted in Fig. 8 for two selected test sequences, foreman and mobile.

In Fig. 8, distortion curves of two test sequences behave much differently. For mobile the distortion is regularly distributed according to GOP structure, which demonstrates that the motion of objects in mobile is not complicated. While for foreman, distortion fluctuation is more drastic than that of mobile. Obviously, these two sequences exhibit distinct coding characteristic. Sequence foreman has high motion which may result in more Intra-blocks. Hence, due to the estimation of Intra-propagation parameter from neighbor blocks, more estimation error would be produced in foreman as the estimated result for frames after the 100th frame. In a nutshell, however, the proposed method can capture the drift distortion propagation characteristic of the test sequences and give out a proper estimation of distortion for every frame in a MGS bit-stream.

4.2 Extraction performance tests

At first, ‘QualityLevelAssignerStatic’, which is the software offered by JSVM to assign extraction priority, and our method are respectively performed to compare the efficiency of them. The test results are list in Table 1. Obviously, ‘QualityLevelAssignerStatic’ needs more time to assign priority than the proposed method. The need for decoding related frames consumes much more calculation time of ‘QualityLevelAssignerStatic’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>bus</th>
<th>foreman</th>
<th>ice</th>
<th>mobile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QualityLevel Assigner</td>
<td>25.023</td>
<td>47.970</td>
<td>43.524</td>
<td>191.371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>3.156</td>
<td>6.582</td>
<td>5.873</td>
<td>23.721</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After assignment of Quality Layer respectively by ‘QualityLevelAssignerStatic’ and the proposed method, the extraction performances of the basic extraction of JSVM (referred to as ‘JSVM Basic’), the Quality Layer extraction of JSVM (referred to as ‘JSVM QL’) and the extraction based on our assignment method (referred to as ‘Our QL’) are compared as Fig. 9. As expected, ‘JSVM Basic’ performs the worst since it only uses the high level syntax elements of the NALUs to order them, therefore, it can not be conscious of their impact on the quality of the sequence. Due to the accurate estimation of the distortion, ‘Our QL’ outperforms ‘JSVM QL’. Consequently, our priority assignment method can identify the contribution of NALUs to video quality and assign proper rate distortion significance to every NALU more accurately. Accordingly, more excellent extraction performance is presented in the experiment.
5 Conclusion

In this paper, the introduced distortion of extracting MGS coefficient slice is analyzed. And then, a frame distortion estimation method for the MGS bit-stream with coefficient partitioning slices is proposed. The rate distortion priority assignment is conducted by the frame distortion estimation method and achieves a better extraction performance more efficiently with the same Quality Layer concept. Video adaptation application may be performed more simply and efficiently with the proposed method.
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